
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
 

Stamp Special Delivery cat onto watercolor paper and color the image using as follow: cat body (Zig markers - gray tint, gray 

brown); cheeks, roses and envelope (Distress markers - spun sugar, worn lipstick, festive berry).  

Die cut the image using a 3.25” circle and add coarse clear glitter around the edges using glue. Leave the image to dry. 

Create a 5.5” x 5.5” white card base. Cut 4 pcs of 2.65” x 2.65” using grey, green, peach and red polka dot pattern papers, and 

distress 2 adjacent edges each. Layer the patterned papers onto each quadrant of the cardstock, with the distressed edges 

facing outwards. 

Cut a 3.75” x 3.75” checkered patterned papers and distress the edges. Glue small heart lace around the paper (from the back). 

Stick the paper to create diamond shape.  

Cut a star shape using the brown color polka dots pattern paper and stick it over diamond shape.  

Add the cat image over the center of the star. 

Cut 4 butterfly antennae shapes from Flights of Fancy dies using white paper. Add 2 on each side of the image. 

Create a cluster of flowers over the butterfly antennas on each side of the image. Apply stickles on each flowers and sprinkle 

lightly with coarse clear glitter. 

Die cut “Kisses” banner using white paper and stick above the image. 

Die cut “Special day” sentiment using white paper and silver glitter paper. Stick the silver glitter paper on the white paper to 

create shadow effect. Glue the sentiments across the bottom of the image.  

Lastly, stick 9 silver rhinestones on each corner of the card as shown. 

 

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

 

Penny Black Products Used:  4370J Special Delivery, 51-107 Splendid 

Wishes, 51-099 Hugs and Kisses, 51-1.32 Flights of Fancy 

 

Additional Products: 300gsm watercolor paper, Versafine Onyx Black Ink, 

Tim Holtz Distress Markers, Zig Markers, White Gel Pens, Mini Heart Lace, Ranger 

Distress Edger, Mulberry Flowers, Rhinestones, Stickles, Coarse Clear Glitters, Silver 

Glitter Papers, Polkadots Pattern Paper (green, grey, peach, brown and red), 

Checkered Pattern Paper (peach), 4.5” Star Shape from Pinterest or Microsoft Word 

 
 

 

 

 


